
Hi Laure

I copy below the remaining comments.
Also, i will have to look at the references in the full review 
pdf because i did not see them in the chapter you sent me (i 
guess they are all at the end).
Cheers
 Elena

=======
comments from page 24:

l531: colleted in pp collisions
l 533: space after Fermilab
l541: add also Tab2 for Psi(2S)
l548: add ‘(“ before labda_theta
l551: experimental
l554: in spite
l555: give it…
l557: parameter(s) -> parameters
l559: and phi distribution -> and fitting the phi distribution ?
l562: physicswe
l564: specify that prompt means not from B decays, otherwise feed down can mean from B or 
from higher states
l566:remove obviously
l576: As a case i point -> as example reads better to me
l582: fits of PKU : all of the three (1) (2) (3) in th figure are from PKU?
l584: GeV/c
l586: i see few times 3 is written instead of three: i would use the same convention
l 586: remove as well as
l591: same thing with “3” or three
l591: dot after y.
l 595: space after NRQCD
l597: feed-downs seem a bit gorgon to me
l598: along the line ‘of’ the first …
Fig 17: remove ‘the’ before prompt J/psi
ALL TABLES: add units : GeV for sqrts and and GeV/c for pT range
TAB1, last row. decreases,increases -> remove s.
                depend ->depends
TAB2 , last row: in ‘the’ whole
TAB3, last row: same comment as TAB2
l605: scatterings
l609: remove the before cold
l613,615 (and other times) : high-energy, initial-state, final-state. Since there is the hyphen for 
heavy-flavor, i would use the same convention everywhere
l618:presents->shows sounds better to me
FIG 19: add and pPb at 5.02 TeV…
l 645: i would remove to reach and to perform
l645: replace and after multiplicities with comma
l645 :..studies and other hidden.. -> studies on other hidden ..?



l653 remove si
l653: opening angle in azimuth -> opening azimuthal angle
l657 and following: i would add that these measurements allow us to study the properties of 
charm jets and their fragmentation by looking at the near side of Dh,eh
l665: pointing at -> pointing to
l666: about the enhancement at dPhi=0 -> you may want to mention that PYTHIA is 
undershooting that at low dphi
l668: what ->which
l673: i would remove indeed and start with Due to
l676: RHIC -> LHC ??
l682: reference to Sandro Bjerolgrlic’s proceedings at QM14
l686: associated heavy-flavor production -> is does not sound too clear to me but i do not 
have suggestions  
l695: move it as point 8 after point 7
l695: remove the before J/Psi
l696 open charm hadron -> open-charm hadron ?
l704: really needed Fig 2(right) and its explanation?
l704: Tevatron
l708: remove the before predictions
l710: Concerning double heavy quark meson productions: it can be confusing since Fig 22 
left already shows double open HF meson production. I would either remove it and start with 
The cross section (removing the hyphen also in L713).., or put it after L705 following the 
other double CC observables. 
also add a reference to the cross section J/Psi-J/Psi-X
l 711: pp collisions at 7 TeV
l712: |y<1.2| -> |y|<1.2
l713 there are dashes before and after y
l713: scales linearly…from 6.5 to 4.5 -> reverse order?
l713, is pT>4.5 GeV/c ? i thought would be <4.5 since the previous y range corresponds 
already to pt higher than 4.5 GeV/c
l710 and following: add the references and specify which cross section belongs to CMS or 
LHCb


